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Abstract. A representation of the world as a 3D model is a common
necessity in robotics and automation. In previous work, we developed a
concept to generate boundary representation (B-Rep) models from mul-
tiple point clouds using a hand-held depth-camera and to register them
without a prior known pose. During the online reconstruction, properties
of the sensor and the system (like noise) lead to small holes in the B-
Rep. To prevent tedious post-processing, holes should be closed during
the reconstruction. Our goal is to automatically close identified holes.
However, not every hole can be closed automatically, as it may be unrea-
sonable. For this case we develop a visual indication for the user, so he
can close the hole by recording another depth image. In an experimental
validation, we conclude the usefulness of the addition to the system.
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1 Introduction

To generate a 3D representation of the surrounding world is a necessary skill
needed in robotics, automation, and their applications. For example, it is useful
for the reconstruction of a factory layout or of an robot cell [12]. This rep-
resentation ranges from point clouds to more complex models, e.g. boundary
representation (B-Rep) models. In our previous work [3], a method to generate
planar B-Reps from a single point cloud was presented. Multiple point clouds can
be incorporated in real-time, providing a valid B-Rep model in each time-step.
By using the known pose of the camera (e.g. in [3] a robotic manipulator was
used) two B-Rep models can be merged. The B-Rep is handled by an half-edge
data-structure. The requirement of a known pose can be lifted by utilizing the
method from our work [4], by using the angles between three linear independent
faces to generate a possible rigid body transformation between two B-Reps.
By combining these approaches, it is possible to generate a B-Rep as represen-
tation of the world by using a depth sensor, without a known camera pose. This
enables the use of hand-held cameras, which leads to applications like object
and robot cell reconstruction. The camera is moved by a user through the scene.
Every point cloud is reconstructed into a B-Rep and merged into the world
representation. However, the resulting model is not necessarily complete. One
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possible reason may be occlusion, as a result of a complex scene. A similar aspect
are missing points due to absorbed or reflected light. Another problem is that a
scene can not be reconstructed from too noisy data. A last possible source for
errors is the user, e.g. when he misses parts of the scene. There are two methods
for dealing with the problem of incomplete models: On the one hand, sufficient
small holes inside the representation should be closed automatically to enable a
comfortable usage of the system. On the other hand, it is necessary to direct the
user during the recording if the holes can not be closed automatically.
This paper consists of the following parts: The next section presents the state
of the art how to handle incomplete representations. We present our approach
in Section 3. First, we determine attributes to classify holes and afterwards we
suggest a method to automatically close them and to generate user guidance
for holes, which can not be closed automatically. The approach is validated in
Section 4. In the last section, we discuss our contribution and future work.

2 State of the Art

The most simplest way to give user guidance is a visualization of the model [5].
The model is typically rendered from the user’s view. This visualization helps the
user detect missing parts. A more advanced method is visual feedback to notify
the user of missing parts. This can be done by colouring the backsides of the
model, as they are only visible, when a hole exists and the user can look inside
the model [1]. Finally, user guidance is possible by suggesting a camera pose,
from which the hole can be closed. This problem is known as Next-Best-View
in the context of robotics [6, 7]. However, a precise pose is unnecessary as it is
impossible for a human to take exactly this pose. Additionally, in our domain
of live reconstruction there is no set of possible views, and the human operator
may have additional knowledge of the scene. Therefore, it is only necessary to
identify holes and give a hint from which direction to look. It is not necessary to
give a quality measure for each pose or to propose a reasonable one, as all holes
should be closed in the end and the selection can be left to the human. Overall it
is at least necessary to give a visualization to ensure a simple and intuitive live
reconstruction. This is based on the Hand-Eye-Control System presented in [2],
which reasons, that a human reacts in such a way, that the difference between
the current state and a goal state is reduced [1].
The other problem mentioned are small holes. For this incompleteness user guid-
ance can be generated, but it is not always helpful, especially when the holes
exist because of occlusion or properties of the sensor. Therefore it is necessary to
automatically close theses holes. This problem is known as Model Repair [8, 9]:
In general, these methods can be split into procedures based on point clouds
or on meshes. The mentioned methods are typically based on the surface or on
volumetric grids. In this case we will focus on the mesh-based methods, due to
the B-Rep as the underlying structure. The surface-based methods follow differ-
ent approaches. One possible way is to split the hole in smaller, easier to repair
ones [16]. Another way is based on a triangulation of the hole, with the goal of
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Fig. 1: Examples for holes with differ-
ent orientation and different cardinal-
ity k. The blue half-edges are the hole,
the red one the transition-half-edges.
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Fig. 2: Visualization of the used
variables for an outer hole with
k = 3. There are two separated
transition-half-edges and one twin-
transition-half-edge, the hole-half-
edges (blue), the transition-half-edges
(red), transition-vertices (red-dotted),
and the intersection-point of the three
face’s planes (green).

minimizing the amount of necessary triangles [17]. A last group of methods is
based on a implicit surface representation and trying to utilize additional knowl-
edge resp. properties of the object [13–15]. The volumetric approach is based on
using a volumetric representation, with the idea of expanding the area around
the hole, and therefore closing the model. These methods are usually more rea-
sonable for more complex holes. In contrast to these methods, we are using the
B-Rep data structure, therefore a direct application of theses methods is not
possible. Methods especially for B-Reps use features like edges and vertices, but
are also based on a tessellation [10,11]. Additionally, our goal is to use the hole
closing during the live reconstruction, so there may not be enough information
to close the hole with the before mentioned methods.

3 Our Approach

3.1 Definition and Handling of holes

Based on B-Rep models, it is easy to determine incomplete parts within a B-
Rep due to the half-edge data-structure by testing, whether every half-edge has
a twin-edge. Therefore, a hole is a closed loop of half-edges without twin-edges.
A hole can be described by its cardinality k, which is the number of adjacent
faces of the hole. Using this definition, the external boundary of the B-Rep is
also recognized as a hole. This leads to the definition of the orientation: A hole
is called inner hole if it can be closed by enlarging every face, which is adjacent
to the hole. Otherwise, the hole is called outer. Examples for holes with different
attributes are visible in Figure 1. A last definition are the so called transition-
half-edges Ti (red edges in Figure 1). These are twin-edges which start (or end)
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in a vertex on the boundary of a hole, but are not part of the boundary itself.
However, they still have to follow the boundary of the corresponding face. Based
on this definition, we call the vertices, which are part of the hole and a transition-
edge starts/ends in them, transition-vertices (red-dotted circles in Figure 1).
For further formalisms later on, we define the following variables: The involved
faces fi with i = 1, ..., k of a hole have the normal ni ∈ R3. It should be mentioned
that one physical face may have multiple identifiers following this definition,
due to the fact, that the cardinality may count one face multiple times. The
transition-vertex, in which the hole-half-edges switch from face fl to fi is called
ti with the position Ti ∈ R3. The direction of the transition-half-edge, which
ends in ti is called hi. Based on this definitions, the vector from a transition-
vertex ti to the next one tj is called vij = Tj − Ti. For the special case of
k = 3, we call the intersection point of the planes defining the three faces as
S ∈ R3, and the vector from one transition-vertex ti to the intersection point S
as si = S−Ti. These identifiers are visualized in Figure 2.
The state of the art indicates two kinds of user support: the automatic closing
of holes and the user guidance. However, only because a hole can be closed
automatically, it is not always in the user’s interest to do so. Therefore, we
distinguish between three kinds of holes a) that can be closed automatically and
the user agrees, b) that can be closed automatically and the user disagrees, and
c) that can not be closed automatically. In our previous work [3] and [4] a user-
defined parameter was introduced, the so called structure size δs. The structure
size indicates, which geometric features (considering their size) can be ignored.
Therefore, all holes smaller than the structure size can be closed automatically, as
they are too small to be relevant. Otherwise, user guidance should be provided.
The definition of the size of a hole has to take different shapes of holes into
account. As the size of a hole the maximum diameter (k = 1), the maximum
distance to the missing edge (k = 2) or the distance to the missing corner (k = 3)
can be used. For holes with a cardinality k > 3 or the orientation outer, user
guidance is the only possibility, as the hole can not be closed automatically.

3.2 Detection of holes

The following algorithm detects all holes of a B-Rep, starting with a half-edge
without a twin-edge. This start edge is added to the set hole. Beginning with
start, all following half-edges (considering the direction in a B-Rep) are visited
until we reach the start again. If we encounter an edge with an opposite, we do
not add this to the set (as this half-edge is a transition-half-edge) and return
to the hole in the next step. In the end, the set hole is added to the overall
set holes. This whole process is repeated until no half-edge without twin-edge
exists, which has not been visited yet. The cardinality is determined by count-
ing the participating faces. The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. The
function twin(c) denotes the half-edge with the twin relationship to half-edge c.
Analogously, the function successor(c) denotes the half-edge after c for this hole.

Based on the now known holes and their cardinality, we calculate the orien-
tation of holes, starting with k = 2. The idea is, to check whether the transition-
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Algorithm 1 Determining all holes of a B-Rep

1: holes = {}
2: while ∃ An unvisited half-edge without twin do
3: start = random, unvisited, half-edge without twin
4: mark start as visited
5: hole = {start}
6: c = successor(start)
7: while c 6= start do
8: if c has a twin then
9: c = twin(c) . return to the hole

10: else
11: hole = hole ∪ c . add c to the hole
12: mark c as visited
13: c = successor(c)

14: holes = holes ∪ hole . add current hole to the set

half-edge points in the same direction as the vector from one transition-vertex
to the next one. However, the transition-half-edges are not necessarily twins.
Therefore, we take the normals of the corresponding faces into account:

outer hole ⇐⇒

{
(n1 × n2) ◦ v12 < 0 if f1, f2 convex

(n1 × n2) ◦ v12 > 0 if f1, f2 reflexive
(1)

The definition can be easily extended for the case of k = 3:

outer hole ⇐⇒

{
(ni × nj) ◦ si < 0 if fi, fj convex

(ni × nj) ◦ si > 0 if fi, fj reflexive

∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j = (i− 1 + k) mod k.

(2)

This calculation fails, if participating faces are linearly dependent, because no
intersection point exists. Due to the definition of an inner hole, that faces meet
in one point, it is clear that a hole with linear depending faces is an outer hole.
To calculate the orientation we use whether two faces are convex or reflexive. This
relationship is only defined for edges (as faces can be both on different edges)
and is calculated by edge convex ⇐⇒ (vij ×ni) ◦nj > 0. In our case, we want
to know the convexity of two faces in one transition-vertex. We define a plane

π =
(
ni × nj −(ni × nj) ◦Ti

)T
which is orthogonal to both faces and contains

the transition-vertex ti. We project both faces onto this plane and get two lines
gi, gj . For these lines there are four possible cases, how the transition-half-edges
can lie in the plane π. For two of these the decision of the convexity is obvious.
The other two are undefined, as both convex or reflexive is possible. However,
an estimation is possible by projecting the hole-half-edges onto π and comparing
the overlap ai resp. aj onto the other side (see Figure 3). Depending on which
value is greater, the two faces are convex or reflexive in this transition-vertex.
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(c) undefined (d) undefined

Fig. 3: The four possible cases how
transition half-edges hi and hj can lie
in plane π. The convexity in transition-
vertex ti (red-dotted) is estimated.

(a) k = 1 (b) k = 2 (c) k = 3

Fig. 4: Closing of inner holes (top) by
replacing hole-half-edges (middle) and
merging of separated edges (bottom).

3.3 Automatic closing of holes and Generation of User Guidance

Based on the attributes, we close holes automatically which are smaller than
the structure size δs. For k = 1 the inner boundary is removed, in which all
half-edges of the hole lie. For k = 2, all half-edges of the hole are replaced by
one twin-half-edge. If there are already half-edges on this physical edge, they
are merged afterwards. For k = 3 a new vertex vs is generated, which lies in the
intersection of all involved faces. All hole-half-edges are deleted and replaced by
pairs of half-edges, with vs as one vertex, and each transition-vertex as the other
vertex. If the edges are separated, they are merged into one (see Figure 4).
Based on the automatic closing, three combinations of cardinality and orientation
exist, where an user guidance during the recording is necessary: Inner holes with
k ≤ 3, outer holes with k ≤ 3, and holes with k > 3. This separation is based
on the idea, that holes with k ≤ 3 can be closed by taking a look from one
proper pose. The user guidance aims on the calculation of an arrow consisting
of a position P ∈ R3 and a direction r ∈ R3 with ||r|| = 1.
The idea for the method for inner holes with k ≤ 3 is based on the functionality of
depth sensors. The easiest way to capture planar surfaces occurs when the angle
between the face’s normal and the sight ray is as small as possible. Therefore,
the direction of the arrow can be calculated as the sum of the inverted normals
of all involved faces. The arrow directs towards a point which is calculated either
as the centroid Ps of the hole or as the weighted sum of the transition-vertices:

r =
∑

i=1..k

−ni/

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
i=1..k

ni

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

, P =


Ps − d · r k = 1
1
2 (T1 + T2)− d · r k = 2
1
3 (T1 + T2 + T3)− d · r k = 3

(3)
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The parameter d ∈ R corresponds to a distance from the hole in the direction of
−r which can be adjusted by the scaling of the B-Rep and the user’s preferences.
For the case of outer holes with k > 3, the missing patches lie on the other side
compared to inner holes, therefore it is reasonable to use the inverted direction.
However, when a hole is the inner boundary of a surface, the direction may still
not fit, because the arrow is on the wrong side of the face. This can be fixed by
checking, whether the hole is an inner or an outer boundary of this face:

r =
∑

i=1..k

ai · ni/

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
i=1..k

ni

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

with ai =

{
+1 inner boundary

−1 outer boundary
(4)

The closing of holes with k > 3 is ambiguous. The calculation of the orientation
fails, because no intersection point is available. The idea is to determine triangles,
which would close the hole and calculate a direction, from which most of them
are visible. The first step is to calculate the mean M of the transition-vertices as
M = 1

k

∑
i=1..k

Ti, which can be used as the position. Together with the transition-

vertices Ti, this point is used to triangulate the hole and calculate the normal
∆i = (M − Ti) × vij with j = (i + 1) mod k for each triangle. These normals
are not normalized, so they can be weighted by the area of each triangle:

r = −
∑
i

∆i/

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
i=1..k

∆i

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5)

4 Validation

The generation and merging of B-Reps [3,4] was implemented and extended by
the developed methods. It can be used as an application with common depth sen-
sors (Microsoft Kinect) to reconstruct objects by moving the hand-held sensor
through the scene. Also, we implemented an Android application which can be
used on devices with a depth sensor (Lenovo Phab 2 Pro) as a proof of concept.
One possible validation technique is the complete exploration of the problem
space. For this, we limit the cardinality to k ≤ 3 and determine all possible
cases considering convexity of faces, orientation, and for outer holes whether the
hole is an outer or inner boundary. For each possible case, a synthetic test case
is generated and the calculated user guidance evaluated. The decision, whether
the user guidance is reasonable, is an individual decision. The cardinality is fixed
with k ≤ 3 due to the fact that the number of possible cases increase exponen-
tially in k and no automatic closing is possible with higher values for k. Another
method is a validation based on real data. A first step is to evaluate the auto-
matic closing of holes. In this case, the reconstruction is done by hand without
any support. This result can be compared to a reconstruction which uses the
automatic closing of holes and the same input. A second method is to analyse
the amount of user guidance on real world data. This experiment is based on
our previous work [12], in which a robot cell is reconstructed in an offline step.
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3x convex 2x convex 1x convex 0x convex
0x reflexive 1x reflexive 2x reflexive 3x reflexive

Fig. 5: Inner holes with cardinality k = 3 for all four possible cases considering
the convexity of the three edges. Top: User guidance. Bottom: The model after
automatic closing. The direction of the face normal is indicated by a black line.

This reconstruction was used for a real-time path planning. The developed user
guidance and hole closing should help in generating a complete model.
Based on this setup for the validation we obtain the following results: As a proof
of concept we reconstruct complete objects. The user starts in an arbitrary place
and surrounds the object. After each merged segment the user guidance is cal-
culated, and the operator may take another image. After one round the model
is completed to a high degree, with some indications left (see Figure 6). Consid-
ering the complete evaluation we generated synthetic models for every possible
case: If the half edges of the hole lie in more than one inner boundary, the result-
ing user guidance is not very helpful due to a poor direction. The same problem
occurs with models in which one face is twisted around another. However, these
two cases are not highly relevant as exactly this situation with no other faces
changing the cardinality must arise. Additionally, holes which lie in more than
one inner boundary are rare in reality. The results for inner holes with k = 3
and different convexity can be seen in Figure 5. The result of the comparison
between real world data with and without the automatic closing is presented
in Figure 7. The difference between these two reconstructions is small, but sev-
eral holes are closed in a reasonable way. Due to the fact, that a edge can only
be merged when it exists in both input B-Reps (due to the method from [3]),
most of the holes exist on edges and corners. If the corresponding faces are well
reconstructed, the hole is barely visible. The scene in Figure 6 visualizes the
user guidance. The amount of arrows increases in the beginning and reaches the
maximum number when the object is circled for the first time. When the user
actively closes these holes, the number of arrows decreases until the object is
completely reconstructed and no arrows remain.
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Fig. 6: Test-scene and the reconstructed model with a Lenovo Phab 2 Pro. During
the recording, the user guidance was calculated and displayed.

Fig. 7: A testscene (c) was reconstructed with a Microsoft Kinect for XBOX.
Model (a) is the result without automatic closing. In model (b) sufficient small
holes were closed automatically. In detail (d+e) several holes were closed.

5 Conclusion

We presented a new approach to close holes automatically and to generate user
guidance during recording. We found that different types of holes can exist,
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which need different methods depending on the attributes of the hole. A method
to determine all holes of a B-Rep and their attributes was presented. Based
on this, the holes are closed automatically or user guidance was generated. We
evaluated our approach with a complete exploration of a problem space and by
comparing the results of a real world scene with and without automatic closing
of holes. Future work may include a collision test for the arrows to prevent them
from being stuck inside the model. Additionally, a user study could verify the
usefulness of the user guidance and the decrease in recording time.
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